ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES

VENTILATION CABINET

PUT TO LIGHT

AUTONOMOUS
ENDLESSLY RECONFIGURABLE
PLUG & PLAY
SMART LED BANNERS

FEATURES
APPLICATIONS
MODULAR
INSTALLATION
Large range of
installation options and
configurations to suit
your needs
LOCATIONS OF VARIOUS
SIZES
Configuration made
easy via its integrated
software
One LED every 3 cm

- LOGISTICS WAREHOUSE
- RETAIL PREPARATION
- PRODUCTION
INDUSTRY

E-COMMERCE
3PL
INDUSTRIAL SUPPLIES,
TOOLS

PLUG & PLAY
Complete piece of
equipment pre-assembled
in the factory and to be
connected on site
INTEGRATED
SOFTWARE LAYER
Can be connected to any
external system and does
not require an additional
driving layer (WCS)

EXCELLENT R.O.I
Up to 50% increase in
productivity

MADE IN
FRANCE

VENTILATION CABINET

PUT TO LIGHT
CONCENTRATOR

USE

Intelligent system integrating
a configuration software and
a business software
USB 2.0
RJ45 10/100 Base T Ethernet

Guide the operator using LED
stripes to ventilate products
collected upstream in the
customer packages placed 		
in the furniture.
- Indicate to the operator
where to place the product
(Put) by lighting the location
of the package (to light).

LED STRIP +
QUANTITY BANNER
Resin banners
One LED every 3 cm
Quantity display

- Rear slot release.
- The actions to be carried out
are indicated by LED lighting
using a colour code.
- 2 banners quantity per level.

CABINET

- Sequential mode: location
lit for only one space or one
space per level for picking.

- Designed for the use
of cardboard boxes
or 400x600 crates
- 4 levels of 8 locations
- Removable separators
- 1 wifi scanner
- Extensions and possible
options
- Both sides of the cabinet are
equipped with LED banners

- Unit mode: ventilation 		
is carried out piece by piece
or for the total quantity 		
of product.
- Grouping: possibility 		
of grouping the releases 		
of the locations.

This ring allows:
- The configuration of the
cabinet (addressing the LED
banners)
- Validation of the item being
picked or placed in the
business process
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MAGNETIC RING

- OPTION: release per face.

Many options available:
- Up to 3 cascading units driven by the same concentrator
- Choice of colour of the structure
- Can be integrated into different supports
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